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ABSTRACT 

Ice growth from a subcooled falling film of aqueous solutions has been 
studied theoretically as a method of freeze concentration. Coupled heat 
and mass flux equations from irreversible thermodynamics have been 
used to describe the ice growth under approximately stationary state 
conditions. An equation for the ice growth rate has been derived. The 
temperature diflerence dependence that we derive is supported by experi- 
mental results reported in the literature. Conditions for controlled ice 
growth are discussed and some general perspectives of the application of 
irreversible thermodynamics are pointed out. 
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Activity of component i 
Width of the film (m) 
Concentration (mol/m”) 
Slope of phase diagram (mol/m’ K) 
Diffusion coefficient (m*/s) 
Acceleration of free fall (m/s*) 
Mass flow (kg/s) 
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 
Relative water flux (mol/m*s) 
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Phenomenological coefficients in flux equations 
Heat of transfer ( J/mol) 
Universal gas constant ( J/mol K) 
Entropy (J/K) 
Time (s) 
Temperature (K) 
Freezing temperature of solution (K) 
Ice velocity (ice growth rate) (m/s) 
Velocity of component i (m/s) 
Volume ( m3) 
Molar volume of component i ( m3/mol) 
Space coordinate (m) 
Enthalpy of freezing (J/mol) 
Temperature difference (K) 
Bulk (total) subcooling (K) 

Film thickness (m) 
Entropy production per unit time and volume (W/m3) 
Thermal conductivity of ice (W/m K) 
Thermal conductivity of solution (W/m K) 
Chemical potential of component i at constant temperature 
T (J/mol) 
Dynamic viscosity (kg/m* s) 
Density ( kg/m3) 
Gradient operator = a/ax + d/dy + a/& 

Bulk 
Equilibrium 
Water 
Interface between ice and solution 
Ice 
Liquid 
Solute 
Constant temperature 

INTRODUCTION 

Freeze concentration is used on an industrial scale to concentrate fruit juices, 
coffee extract, beer and wine (van Mil & Bouman, 1990; Davies et al, 1987). 
The method is also of interest for concentration of dairy products (van Mil & 
Bouman, 1990). The main benefit of the method compared to evaporation, is 
improved product quality through aroma retention and reduced heat degrada- 
tion of valuable components. Freeze concentration consists of ice nucleation 
and growth, followed by separation (washing). The most common method 
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includes crystallization of ice particles in the solution, and washing of ice crystals 
in a separate washing column (Thijssen, 1975). The washing step is critical to 
separation in suspension crystallizers. In layer crystallization, the problem of 
solute inclusions during the growth process is also important (Scholz, 1993). 

This article is a theoretical study of a method which uses growth of an ice 
layer from a falling film. The direction of growth is perpendicular to the film 
velocity. A separate washing process may be simplified in this method. The 
exposed ice surface of a planar layer is much smaller than that of many small ice 
particles. The total growth on a planar surface may therefore be smaller for the 
same driving force. The driving force may be increased, however, since we will 
utilize two driving forces with the same direction. The resulting fluxes are 
described using irreversible thermodynamics. The description is justified by 
experimental data (Huige, 1972). We present equations which determine the ice 
growth rate in the absence of inclusions. From this knowledge we hope to 
reduce or avoid inclusions in future experiments. 

THE FLUX EQUATIONS 

The heat and mass transport can be regarded as coupled when a binary under- 
cooled solution is freezing. We assume that all transports take place in the x 
direction, i.e. in the direction of the temperature gradient. The heat flux and 
mass velocities are then as illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 1. In the 
formalism given by irreversible thermodynamics (Forland et al., 1988) the dissi- 
pated energy per unit time and volume for coupled transport of heat and mass is 

=T.O= - J,.VlnT-JH,0.V~H,0,7.-JI.V~,,, (1) 

where T is the temperature (K), I/ is the volume (m3), dS/dt is the entropy 
change with time (J/K.s) and 0 is the entropy production per unit time and 
volume. The flux of heat is J, and the mass fluxes of water and solute are JHzO 
and J,, respectively. The heat flux is given in (W/m2) and the mass fluxes are 
given in (mol/m2 s). The thermodynamic force for heat transport is the dimen- 
sionless quantity V ln T. The chemical forces at constant temperature and 
pressure depend on each other through the Gibbs-Duhem equation: 

c,’ %, T = - %,O ’ h,O, T (2) 

where the symbols Vpi T represent the concentration dependent part of the 
chemical potential gradient. The concentration is given in (mol/m3) and the 
chemical potential in ( J/mol). By elimination of V,uu, T in eqn (1) we have 

T.O= -J;VlnT- J,,,-J, .~n,~.V,un~~,~ 
( 1 

(3) 
cH,O ‘? 

= - J;V In T- J1,.~n,O.V,ur,,O,.I (4) 

= - Jq.V In T-J.V,I.L~,~. , (5) 
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Fig. 1. The model system. Transport of heat Jq, water and solute (s), represented as the 
velocities relative to the ice surface, I&‘,* and v?, are drawn. The ice growth rate, v,,,, 

temperature and concentration profiles are also indicated. 

Jn is the relative velocity of the components (in m/s). The velocities of the com- 
ponents (in m/s) are expressed by 

J 
uH,O 

=-!s? 

cH,O 

JS 
u,=- 

CS 

The flux equations according to eqn (5) are 

Jq = - I,, V In T- 112V,uH,o, r 

J= - l,tV In T- 122V,uH20.1 

(8) 
(9) 

where J = Jo* cHzo, which is the relative flux of water (in mol/m’s). The equations 
reduce to simple flux equations (i.e. Fourier’s and Fick’s laws) if the coupling 
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coefficients I,, and l,, are zero. Significant coupling exists when the temperature 
close to the ice surface is below the freezing point of the solution. When the 
activity coefficient of solute is constant, we have from eqn (2) that 

cH,O ’ bH20, 7 = -c,V(RTlna,)= -c,RTfVc, 
b 

= - RTVc, (11) 

Equation ( 11) is then valid in limited ranges of high solute concentrations. Alter- 
natively, activity coefficient variations for the solute or experimental values of 
the water activity may be used. For simplicity we shall proceed using eqn ( 11). 
Equations (8)-( 11) are valid if local equilibrium can be assumed in the system. 
This condition is clearly not valid in subcooled solutions. Nevertheless, the 
degree of subcooling will in practice be so small that the condition is approxi- 
mately fulfilled (Hafskjold & Ratkje, 1995). We shall therefore assume that the 
normal thermodynamic functions can be used, and that the flux-force relation- 
ships in eqns (8) and (9) are linear. 

Frame of reference for the mass flux 

The dissipated energy per unit time and volume does not depend on the frame 
of reference for the fluxes. Therefore the relative velocity Jo must be indepen- 
dent of the choice of frame of reference for uH,o and v,. The possible frames of 
reference are indicated by superscripts; wall, ice layer and solute: 

JD = ( Z)H,O - t$a” = ( t,&O - us )i,, = (t&,0 - 0 )solute (12) 

At stationary state ice growth rate, there will be no mass transfer of solute 
relative to the ice (see also Huige, 1972), so ZIP = 0. The water velocity is then 
equal for the ice and solute frame of reference: 

ice solute 
vH,O = vH,O (13) 

The ice growth is defined relative to the wall (see upper part of Fig. 1) 

Vice = dx/dt 

This velocity is related to the water velocity by 

Vice = 1 - Veil + AVice 

(14) 

=Iv$? +vl$*CH,O+k &O) 

= vl$ ( 1 + cH,O ( Kc, - vH,O)) (15) 

The volume increase when water is freezing, I$:,, - T/H@, is taken into account, 
where Vi,, and I/HZ0 are partial molar volumes. It is assumed that all volume 
expansion takes place in the xwption. This is a critical assumption for eqn 
(15). When r+ is measured, vHIO can be calculated from eqn ( 15). The water 
velocity relative to the ice is given by 

wall wall 
vH,O = VH,O - Vice (16) 
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as UT” = mice is the stationary state. The mass flux of the entropy production is, 
accordingly, 

Jo = v& (17) 

The value of Jn can be calculated from eqns (14)-( 17). 

Coupled transports of mass and heat 

The reversible heat transfered with the relative movement of the components, 
defines the heat of transfer q* (FDrland ef al., 1988). From eqns (8) and (9) we 
have 

(18) 

The heat of transfer may be approximated as the enthalpy given off by freezing, 
A,H, for small A T 

q*=A,H>O (19) 

because J can be related to the flux of water relative to solute [see eqns (3)-( 5)]. 
From Onsagers reciprocal relations (FBrland et al., 1988) 

12, =I,, (20) 

The relation between the coefficients I,, and lZ2 is then 

I,, = I,, *A,H (21) 

By introducing this expression and eqn ( 11) into eqn (9), we obtain for the flux 
in the x direction 

J= -lzz 
AfHdT RT dc, 
~___- 

T dx cnZo dx I 
I (22) 

Equation (22) expresses the flux of water, relative to the solute, towards the ice 
front. The phenomenological coefficient I,, can be estimated from diffusion 
coefficients [see eqn (3 1) below]. The ice growth rate can now be expressed 
from eqns ( 15)-( 17) and (22), ( JD = J/c~,~): 

(23) 

The growth rate depends on dT/dx and dc,/dx. The freezing point of the 
solution can be calculated from (see e.g. Barrow, 1988): 

dl;,= (24) 
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While dT is a differential in space, dT, is a differential that follows dc,. For 
constant activity coefficient of the solute, we have, from eqn ( 1 1 ), 

d ln(a&= -2 
2 

(25) 

By introducing eqn (24) and eqn (25) into eqn (23), we obtain 

As the water freezes, the composition of the solution will change. The liquidus 
temperature Tfp, changes accordingly and so must the degree of subcooling in 
order to maintain the significant coupling. The concentration and temperature 
profiles are illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 1. They will be further explained 
in the Calculation section. 

Equations for control of ice growth 

One possibility for control of the growth rate is control of the temperature 
difference between the ice and the inside of the wall. It should be possible to 
maintain a temperature difference between the ice and the wall such that practi- 
cally all heat is transported away from the ice-liquid surface in the direction of 
the cooling wall, by circulating a cooling medium 
conduction in the ice is then given by 

inside the wall. The heat 

(27) 

At stationary state the following relations are valid (not shown in Fig. 1): 

J,, kc = 'q (28) 

(29) 

These equations give an implicit, but quantitative, expression for the growth of 
ice. We see, by combination of eqns (29), (23) and (22), how Vice depends on the 
temperature inside the wall. This makes the control of the growth rate through 
temperature control inside the wall possible. 

TWO MODELS FOR ICE GROWTH 

The falling film of subcooled solution has a thickness of the order of magnitude 
= 10 _ 3 m, depending on mass flow and viscosity. We assume first that the film 
consists of a laminar sublayer and a turbulent layer, and that there are no signifi- 
cant gradients in temperature and concentration in the turbulent layer. Our next 
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assumption is that of constant gradients in the laminar sublayer. We replace the 
gradients in eqn (23) by differences and obtain 

1 lz2 AfH RT 
V Ice 

1 (- cHzo( v,,, - I&, s T ‘?‘-c,?, AC, 
(30) 

The coefficient I,, can be determined from eqn (9) for AT= 0. We assume that 
the mechanism for mass transport in the laminar layer is pure diffusion. Then 
the transport coefficient of eqn (30) is given by 

J6 DcH o &,= --=L 
APH,O,T RT 

(31) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the interdiffusion given by eqn (12). The 
self diffusion constant of water will be a good estimate of D. 

It is common to treat the effects that limit ice growth as a series of resistances 
(Heldman, 1992; Wey, 1970). Heat and mass transfer are then connected by 
assuming equilibrium at the ice surface. When the solute concentration gradient 
is regarded as the driving force, the ice growth is expressed by (Wey, 1970): 

where pli is the density of the solution, c,( Tb) is the solute concentration at the 
ice-liqm -8. interface, cb is the bulk concentration, ,oice is the density of pure ice, k, 
is the mass transfer coefficient, ki is the kinetic parameter, (de/d T )eq is the slope 
of the equilibrium line in the phase diagram and h is the heat transfer coefficient. 
The concentration at the interface is assumed equal to the equilibrium concen- 
tration at the bulk temperature. Equation (32) has been developed for ice par- 
ticles growing in a subcooled solution, but the same equation can be used for a 
planar ice surface growing from a subcooled solution. In eqn (32) the coupling 
between mass and heat transfer can be regarded as indirect. 

We shall compare the results from eqn (32) with the results from eqn (30). 
The two equations differ not only in the way coupling is taken into account. The 
temperature difference AT in eqn (30) is the temperature difference across the 
film (not the subcooling), created by the cooled surface temperature. Equation 
(32) contains a kinetic effect, and this is neglected in eqn (30). The ice growth is 
shown to be governed by heat and mass transfer for ice crystals larger than 
0.1 mm (Wey, 1970), and this result is relevant here. 

CALCULATIONS 

The following data were used in the calculations: h = (A/6), k, = ( DHP/cl) with 
D = 1-O X 10Py m2/s (Tyrrel & Harris, 1984), ;1= O-52 W/m K (Hulge, 1972) 
myA,H =6008 J/mol at 0°C. Data are for 10% sucrose in water (Huige, 1972), 
if not otherwise commented. In some of the calculations, the concentration 
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difference in eqns (30) and (32) is kept constant, e.g. AC,= 51 mol/m”. This 
corresponds to a subcooling of A Th = O.l”C, from eqn (24), which should give 
an ice growth rate of uice= 1 x 10 - ’ m/s according to former experimental 
results (Huige, 1972). At steady state, the solute must move with the same 
velocity as the ice front. The concentration profile can then be calculated, 
assuming diffusion, by 

c,(X) = + - r.S,,nlilJ) 
(33) 

where x is the distance from the ice front and ci is the solute concentration at the 
ice surface. The film thickness was calculated from the equation (Nusselt, 1923) 

(34) 

where G is the mass flow, p is the density of the solution, p is the dynamic vis- 
cosity, b is the width of the film, and g is the acceleration of free fall. The laminar 
film thickness is controlled by the mass flow until the limiting Reynolds number 
is reached. For a mass flow of 0.03 kg/s per m plate width, of 10% sucrose in 
water, the film thickness is 0.6 mm. The Reynolds number is then approximately 
500, which is within the limits of laminar flow. By increasing the mass flow to 
turbulent flow, the laminar sublayer is reduced. In our calculations the film 
thickness varies between 0 and 1 mm. 

Results for ice growth as a function of the film thickness 6 for different 
temperature differences A T in eqn (30) are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Limit- 
ing rates are indicated for AT = 0. Results from calculations of ice growth, from 
eqns (30) and (32) are shown in Table 2 and in Fig. 3 for the temperature differ- 
ence AT= 05°C and the concentration difference AC, = 51 mol/m3. The ice 
growth is calculated for varying film thicknesses. The different rates are close to 

TABLE 1 
Ice Growth Rate by Direct Coupling. The Growth Rate is Calculated from Eqn (30) as a 

Function of Film Thickness 6 and Temperature Difference AT, AC, = 5 1 mol/m3 

6 PW v,,, x 10’ (m/s) 

AT = 0,O”C AT=0.2”C AT=0.4”C AT=06”C A T = 02l”C 

0.10 1.27 3.18 6.35 8.89 I il.43 
0.20 0.63 1.90 3.17 4.44 5.71 
0.30 0.42 1.27 2.12 2.96 3.81 
0.40 0.32 0.95 1.59 2.22 2.86 
0.50 0.25 0.76 1.27 1.78 2.29 
0.60 0.21 0.63 1.06 1.48 1.90 
0.70 0.18 0.54 0.91 1.27 1.63 
0.80 0.16 0.48 0.79 1.11 1.43 
0.90 0.14 0.42 0.71 0.99 1.27 
1.00 0.13 0.38 0.63 0.89 1.14 
1.10 0.12 0.35 0.58 0.81 1.04 
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FILM THICKNESS 6 (mm) 

Fig. 2. Ice growth calculations from eqn (30). Variations with the laminar film thick- 
ness 6 and different temperature differences are shown for AC, = 5 1 mol/m”. 

TABLE 2 
Ice Growth Rate by Direct and Indirect Coupling for A T= 05°C and AC, = 5 1 mot/m3 

v,,., X lo7 from eqn (32) 
(m/s) 

v,,., X lo7 from eqn (30) 
(m/s) 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 

;:; 
1.0 

9.01 7.63 
450 3.81 
3.00 2.54 
2.25 1.91 
1.80 1.53 
150 1.27 
1.29 1.09 
1.13 0.95 
1.00 0.85 
0.90 0.76 

being parallel, eqn (32) giving a systematically high value. To study the differ- 
ence between eqns (30) and (32) in more detail we also calculated Vice as a func- 
tion of AC, for constant A T. The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 4 in 
which a marked difference is seen. The concentration and temperature profiles 
obtained for a realistic case are finally presented in Fig. 5. 

DISCUSSION 

The temperature dependency of the ice growth 

It is well known from the literature that temperature and temperature gradients 
influence the ice growth rate during freeze concentration. A recent investigation 
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Fig. 3. Ice growth 

10' 
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FILM THICKNESS 5 (mm) 

calculations from eqns (30) and (32). Variations with the laminar 
film thickness 6 are shown. 
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Fig. 4. Ice growth rate CakUhtiOnS from eqns (30) and (32). Variations with the con- 
centration difference are shown. 

by Scholz ( 1993) confirms this. So far, however, no direct dependency on d T/dx 
has been derived from theory. In this work, irreversible thermodynamics have 
been used to predict the effect of temperature gradients on the growth of ice 
crystals [eqn (23)] in a diffusion controlled model. A direct proportionality 
between the flux and force is then assumed. A detailed expression for the ice 
growth rate in a solution of constant activity coefficient was also given [eqn 
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Fig. 5. Concentration profile and corresponding freezing points as a function of the 
distance x from the ice front [eqns (24) and (33)]: u,,, = 1 x lo-’ m/s, D = 2.12 x 10-r” 
m*/s and c,= 300 mol/m”. The temperature in the solution is indicated where it is 
assumed that A T/6 = O.S”C/O.6 mm = 0.8”C/mm, and that the subcooling at the interface 

is O.l”C. 

(30)]. The results can be extended to other solutions when data are available. 
Experimental support for the direct proportionality with AT exists. The follow- 
ing empirical formula was used by Huige ( 1972): 

*ice = k(A T,J’ (35) 

where ATb was the total subcooling (see Fig. 1). The constants k and a were 
obtained by curve fitting, and a turned out to be unity for large particles and 
dilute solutions, in agreement with the form of eqn (23). 

The flux equations of irreversible thermodynamics impose some conditions 
on the temperature profile at the interface. First, assume for simplicity that the 
solute concentration is uniform, so that the second term of eqn (23) is zero. The 
freezing point of the solution is then also the same everywhere, and it is higher 
than the actual solution temperature. Since the only driving force of mass trans- 
port is now the temperature gradient, the slope dT/dx in the solution must be 
positive in order to obtain mass transport to the interface. At the surface, heat is 
produced [eqn ( 18)], and in order to conduct this heat through the ice, d T/dx in 
the ice must be larger than in the solution, as indicated in Fig. 1. 

Next, assume that the solute is concentrating at the surface, until a steady 
state is obtained in which diffusion of solute away from the surface is equal to 
the velocity of the ice front, v,Wa” = vice, and eqn (33) applies. The situation is also 
illustrated by Fig. 1. In this case, the freezing point of the solution will vary 
according to eqns (24) and (25), and a positive slope d T,,/dx is obtained. Water 
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will be transported to the interface due to this gradient also, but it will not be 
transformed to ice unless we have T(x) < T, close to the ice (see Fig. 1). As 
stated above, dT/dx in the ice must be larger than in the solution. The stability 
criterion for planar crystal growth has been formulated by Scholz ( 1993) and 
others to be: dT/dx>dT,/dx at the crystal surface [see Scholz (1993) for 
further references]. When this criterion is fulfilled, and the actual temperature 
and freezing point curves have the same origin; there is no constitutional sub- 
cooling. Then dendritic growth and inclusions are avoided or minimized. One 
aim of this study is to control the ice growth by controlling the temperatures and 
temperature gradients, and to maintain the conditions that gives optimal ice 
growth rate, related to maximum growth rate and minimum inclusions. 

Numerical results for the diffusion model 

Ice growth rates calculated for different temperature differences, AT as a 
function of the laminar film thickness 6, are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. Figure 
3 shows that for a temperature difference of AT = 03'C, the ice growth rates 
calculated from eqns (30) and (32) are approximately the same. For A T, = O*l”C 
the observed growth rate was approximately lo-’ m/s (Huige, 1972), which is 
approximately the same as that obtained from eqn (30) for a laminar film thick- 
ness 6 = O-6 mm and AT= 04°C (Table 1). This agreement is accidental, 
considering the assumptions involved. We have still chosen to compare our 
results to eqn (32) because this formula is common in the field (Heldman, 1992). 
One of the factors which makes the calculations of Yice uncertain is the estima- 
tion of the laminar film thickness. A smaller value for the film thickness means a 
larger growth rate. Another uncertainty is the condition that the ice expands in 
the x direction only, the condition for eqn ( 15). It might well be that growth 
takes place in several directions (dendrites), and that the area exposed to growth 
is larger than the area of the plane surface. A larger area implies that the experi- 
mental growth rates may be higher than those calculated from eqns (30) and 
(32). Finally, it seems difficult in practice to maintain dc,/dx constant during 
growth. A larger local value for c, at the surface than in the bulk will enhance the 
ice growth, according to eqn (30), but may increase the danger of solute encap- 
sulation. We conclude that the results calculated in Table 1 from eqn (30) are 
minimum predictions for ice growth from a solution. 

Directly and indirectly coupled flux equations 

Figure 4 shows that equations derived from coupled flux equations give results 
which are significantly different from those predicted by simple flux equations 
(Wey, 1970). There are two reasons for this: the equations are different, but 
also the direction of the thermal force is different in the two problems studied. 
In our set-up (Fig. 1 ), the thermodynamic forces enhance each other, while in a 
bulk ice particle system they counteract each other. The discrepancy between 
the equations is larger the smaller the degree of subcooling is. This means that 
the proper equation is essential. Equation (32) is developed for ice particles 
growing in a subcooled solution, and does not predict ice growth for constant 
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concentration or for pure water. Equation (30) can be used in these cases. The 
simple flux equations for diffusion and heat conduction can be regarded as 
first order approximations to eqns (8) and (9) (kinetic effects are then neglected). 

In this work we have assumed that the rate limiting step for growth of ice 
crystals is mass transport to the surface of the ice, i.e. interdiffusion of water and 
solute. Kinetic effects can be neglected when the dimension of the ice crystal is 
larger than 0.1 mm according to Wey (1970), but not according to Tai et al. 
( 1992) who used interfacial supersaturation and secondary nucleation to explain 
ice growth on particles with dimensions between 05 and 15 mm. 

The equations derived in the present paper are valid for one-dimensional 
transport problems. We have not considered the important problem of inclu- 
sions (see e.g. Scholz, 1993). Equations (8) and (9) can otherwise be applied to 
freezing of ice from all kinds of solution. For the case of ideal solutions, it should 
be noted that the ice growth rate does not depend on the solute. This prediction 
can be controlled experimentally and may be used to gain insight into border 
cases, i.e. of kinetically controlled growth. As long as ordinary diffusion is able 
to predict experimental results, we do not see any reason to invoke more com- 
plicated theories. Ice growth will be controlled by surface kinetics, when the 
growth rate is smaller than predicted by eqn (30). One advantage of eqn (30) is 
also that all variables can be estimated without doing ice growth experiments. 

The conditions for the temperature gradients of the solution discussed above 
can be compared to the condition of constitutional undercooling, described for 
alloys by Fisher (1989). He used a pseudo-thermodynamic approach to 
describe alloy growth, so he was not able to derive a growth equilibrium similar 
to eqn (30). 

Coupled flux equations have also been used in other systems with gradients in 
temperature and chemical potentials (see Forland et al., 1988). The coupling 
between heat and mass transport is generally a small effect in a homogeneous 
phase (the Soret effect). When transport takes place across an interface, the 
coupling effect may become substantial. The transition of liquid to ice in the 
problem studied here gives a large coupling coefficient, the heat of transfer for 
isothermal conditions [see eqn (IS)]. The derivations in this work can be seen as 
extensions of the ideas of Forland et al. (1988) who described frost heave. It 
seems likely that similar derivations can be used for other transport problems 
including phase transition, i.e. for drying or liquid-vapor phase transitions. A 
critical assumption in the derivation is the assumption of local equilibrium 
(Hafskjold & Ratkje, 1995). 

Practical implications 

The purpose of the present study has been to derive equations for controlled ice 
growth. The experimental design using a falling film may, at least in theory, allow 
for such a control. It has been shown above that the growth rate depends on T 
and d T/dx, and that d T/dx must be positive at the crystal surface to contribute 
positively to the ice growth. Growth may then be enhanced by providing a heat 
sink inside the cooling plate, according to the flux equations previously given. 
The results of Fig. 5 indicate that this a realistic claim. When the heat sink is in 
the bulk, as in suspension crystallizers, the growth rate will be reduced as the 
heat must be transported away from the surface. The positive driving force for 
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transport of water is then - dc,/dx only. With a negative thermal gradient, the 
net force will be less efficient than in the construction indicated in the flux 
equation section and Fig. 1. In the most successful freeze concentration process 
developed so far (Thijssen, 1975), subcooling was maintained by the continuous 
addition of a slurry of small ice crystals. The production, addition and stirring of 
these crystals can be avoided altogether if stability of the proposed construction 
can be obtained. Experiments are in progress to verify this. 

CONCLUSIONS 

New theoretical equations have been given for freeze concentration. The 
equations, derived from irreversible thermodynamics, can be seen as extensions 
of the transport equations used so far in the field. The equations predict temper- 
ature gradients at the surface and hitherto unexplained dependencies on the 
subcooling. The equations have been applied to the problem of ice growth on a 
planar surface from a falling film of an aqueous solution, because this design 
may prove more efficient for freeze concentration than present technologies. 
The advantage of the design is the possibility to have a heat sink in the ice, not in 
the solution, and to simplify the washing step. General perspectives of the 
theoretical results are pointed out. The application of irreversible thermo- 
dynamics to similar unit operations may also be fruitful. 
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